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TV Singer, Dancer
Will Settle Here

Eight Die
In Ammo
Explosion

Marine Parachutes
From 46,000 Feet,
Is Nearly Frozen

Ike Gives His
Support To New
Labor Bill

BEAUFORT, S. C. (UPI) —A
Mar:ne Corps pilot bailed out of
his crippled jet at 46.000 feet
during a blinding thunderstorm
and it took firn 40 agoninzing
minutes to reach the earth. it
Senator John Sherman Cooper
By JAMES DOYLE
was revealed today.
said today on the floor of the
United Prose International
'Lt. Col. William H. Rankin, 39,
Senate that he was glad that
ROSEBURG, Ore. (UPI) "— A
President Eisenhower signed the
truck containing explosives blew was hospitalized here with frostself-ifinancing bill.
up with a thundering roar in bite and an injured hand. Details
In a telegram to the Ledger
this .southwest Oregon city early of the incident, which occurred
and Times Senator Cooper said:
today and an area for blocks over North Carolina at about 6
"I am grateful that the presiaround was devastated by the p. m., July 26. were not disclosed
Until today.
dent has signed the TVA selfblast and resulting fire.
warmed that the Landrum-Gratin
By RONALD H. NESSEN
financing bill.' It will continue
Rankin. a native of Pittsburgh,
At least eight persons were
measure might cause a congresUnited Press International
is
TVA as an economically and efrecuperati
ng
in
the Beaufort
dead. One hospital had at -least
WASHINGTON
-- President sional deadlock that would kill
Naval
ficiently operated public power
Hospital.
He
was on a rots35 injured and another 15. In
Eisenhower threw his full personal all reform legislation. He saii
agency, exerting its yardstick inhigh
altitude
navigation
addition many more were given tine
and (fficial prestige behind a the measure would "reek tna
training
fluence for fair power rates.
flight
when his superemergency treatment.
strong labor reform bill Thursday legitimate union movement."
It wilt save $150 Million a
jet.
The bitartodng n - eraters-abOuttaenie_
tn,uhle. fighter itteseloPed - engine
mat malinigh-ownelletritethin- — Art, - --etty.--Prestdrnt •Oeor
year in appropriations, and will
50 feet across and 10 to 15 feet
wide radio-TV appeal for "truly Meany went sn the nationwide
la'turn $1 Billion with interest to
The World War II veteran said
deep. The hole was filled with
NBC radio hookup two hours after
legislation.
effective"
Lee
Paige
his nu-1 Crusader was over
the treasury.
two to three feet Of water.
Eisenhower to denounce the LanEisenspeech.
1S-minute
the
In
'
This bill will assure adequate
A two-block area near the North Carolina about SO miles
Lee Paige. star of stage. and TV
hower called on Congress to re- drum-Clriftin bill as an attempt
south if Norfolk, Va., when he
power to Kentyieky cities and and Mercury recording
artist is in center of the blast looks as if it
spond to an. ". verwhelming na- to impose punitive restrictions on
rural electric cooperatives now Murray
ejected
himself
during
a
thundhad
been
bombed
today to look over some
out.
tional disgrace" of racketeers. the entire labor movement bereceiving primary power from property
The truck blew up about 5:25 erstorm.
on which he plans to
cooks and other corrupt elements cause of c.rruption in some unTVA. very important, it will alLost
Control
In
'Storm
a.
EDT..
m.
shortly after firemen
settle, he told the daily Ledger
ions He termed the bill' a "blundin labor. unions.
so guarantee exchange and standRankin. realizing he was at
were called to a blaze at a buildand Tunes this morning.
The President gave examples of erbuss."
by power to five major private
46.000
,feet,
said
he
was
,ing
supply company. The truck
Laved
Paige said that he was going
He also assailed as too tougn
"blackmail" picketing, secondary
to bail out because the storm
utilities in Kentucky, and to the
to look at lake property and also was parked near the building.
boycotts and "no-man's land'' cases. the House committee measure.
east Kentucky rural electric comade
him
lose
control
Firemen said it contained a form
of his
at stme property in Murray.
After each .ne, he looked directly Meany urged the public to write
operative corporation, which itaircraft.
Paige has perfromed in all of nitrate.
into the TV lens and declared their congressmen in support of
serves la rural electric coHe
estimated
the temperature
Business establishments in the
forty-eight states and has appearsternly. "I want that sort of thing a mild substitute by Rep. Jonn F.
operatives and 84 counties in
at abOut 60 degrees below zero
ed in three Broadway musicals, immediate blast area were deShelley ( fl-Calif
stopped. So does America.°
Ken t uc4c y.
when
he
began
his drop. He had
Louisiana Hayride. Hit, the Deck stroyed. The building included
proposed
praised
bill
by
a
He
'In 1954, I recommended to the
to
fall
free because the pareservice stations, a flour mill,
Hollywood Follies.
DsGa.)
Reps Phil M. Landrum
president that, the TVA be au- and
chute was set to open automatHe has perfOrmed at nightclubs, one motor sempany and apart- cane
and Robert P Griffin
TOPTER SAVES YOUTH LOST 6 DAYS IN GRAND CANYON-U.S.
thnrized to finance its power
at
10,000 feet.
ments
above
it
.
s
Army helicopter pilots (top, I. to r.), C. T. Bradley, L. H.
as "ft geed suet toward a real
needa. I am glad that as a mern- theatres and hotels over the naThe Marine Corps officer said
Firemen said the blaze was
tion. Paige is billed as, the -last
Goselin, and Forrest Robbins, spotted John Mason Owens III,
labor reform law. He also psinted
ber of the public works commithic..islack
ed
,„
out
during
deshis
and
Savannah, Ga.. In the Grand Canyon (Artzdna) ayes, arid res--out- Wit- his ham recommendations
wai-Welf flt'd "" cent. adding it was "like
tee. I had the opportunity to of the red heir enrol ihniiters" and c444I'"`"ed
an area about Bye
being
blocks long
cued him. The latter had miraculously survived for six days
still were before Congress.
contribute ti this important leg- specializes in singing popular old and two blocks
on a fast elevator-going up and
companion
wide.
s died from
on cactus juice after his two hiking
favorites and blues. tie is also a
Senate BIII "West'
halation."
di
nen."
Firemen
mountain
Tony
area.
The
rugged
exposure
being
lost in the
after
Shuekle said
flash and rhythm tap dancer.
Eisenhower rejected as too weak
John Sherman Cooper
Rankin
said.
"there
nearly
was
a
half-dead
the
everythin
youth
the
stcnes
on
lot
made
by
pilots
saw
"1-1of
an
g inside the fire
At the Hotel Buffalo in New
a moderate Senate-passed bill -slid
of lightning and thunder all the
river sandbar. At bottom the unexpected survivor is checked
York he was billed as a "a jiazzeto area was a "mass of coals."
even milder measure approved
an
way
down."
Bessesen.
Canyon,
Hospital
H.
Grand
D.
Dr.
Ariz..
by
the
at
One
of
the dead was tentatively
singer, red hot coon shouter."
the House Lab r Committee.
by
The
high
winds,
which
'identified
as Assistant Fire Chief
blew
Paige teld the Ledger and Times
He said neither "will realty do
Roy McFarland, A policeman al- him sideways as he neared the
Have y(.ti ever seen a car run
that he had read of Murray and
the job-to curb the abuses the solely by the power
ground, carried him about 25 Drive Launched
so was reported killed. One
of the sun?
since he wanted to "come home
P° stiles away
American people want to see corfrom where he baillice car and two fire department eti
Or Synthetic rubber mamifacturout.
Against Drunken
to Kentucky" he decided to settle
His
s
parachute
becamo
pusnpers were lost.
ed insoop bottle in 60 seconds?
here. He originaty is front Hendske rs of the rival measures
'rectii
lied
Snarled is ,on treat and he re- Driving In State,
Haw would you like to underetson.illittutity and' ttar 'be wi Cars parked in the blast area leased
sesionnents
jidlerent
a
e.aYstornlaee-plz
o
himself
s
by unbuckling his
were nothing but pieces of twist.0. jet engine .Worts.
living in New Orleans for the
UNited Press I ntforsatuarai
Eisentinwer
's
effect
adof
harness
the
of
and
fell to the ground.
ed metal.
FRANKFORT (UPI) — The
explore the'mystery of controlling
past several years.
reform
labor
House
dress
the
on
Wandered
Weary. Frozen
state Department of Public SafPohice ordeesd a seven -square
tomorrow's space ships and listHis sister Mrs L. B. Owens of
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly Mcwdown expected next week
The pilet. weary and nearly ety. which has, labnched
block area evacuated because ci
en to a redid which is powered
a drive
St. Louis will meet him here Loa
cloudy
with
Barden
Chairmen
showers
Graham
A.
and
scatterfrozen,
stumbled into a dirt road against drunken and
fear that propane tanks near Lae
by "liquid sunshine."
reckless
ed thundershowers today, turning rD-N. C.) of the House Labor
and wandered through a corn- drivers. reports that
Parker Motors. local Ford deal- aid him in selecting the property railroad depot might
These are some .of the exciting
9,600 Kenblow up.
teeter
afternoon.
this
field
Lanfavors
Partly
the
before
er. has been awarded three all that he wants.
Committee, who
finding a paved road. tuckians lost their licenses throFiremen were cooling the tanks
moments In store far the people
cloudy,
cooler
mekiure.
and
He said he tried to flag down a ugh drunken striving
less humid drum-Griffin
NV the of Murray when Previews of
expense paid trips for a total of
with water.
convictions
tonight and Saturday. High today "situation looks very good" for liaiiegress.
six people, it was announced t Bill Brubacker, announcer at number (if automobiles but was in the past 18 months.
the world famous Gen80s.
low
6night sin middle approval, of that bill.
day by the Ford Motor Company
radio station
The figure means that an ave- in
eral Metors Science Show, is
KRXL here, said unsuccessful.
60s.
finality one motorist stopped rage of 125 motorists
Landrum said. "I think we are presented on August 10 at 7:30
The local firm ,was one of 140
he lives about live blixiks from
every
Temperatures at 5:3S a. m. going ts win" Griffin said the
and took the injured officer into Iweek from January, 1959
dealers in the nation to win trip
the center of the fire.
p. m. in the Banquet Room Of
through
In the June-July -Sweep the Mar"The explosinn knocked me out Ahoski. N. C., when' he was hos- !June of this year. lost their CDT.: Covington 72. Louisville speech would help "win a battle the
Student
Union
Building,
ket" sales promotion contest. Par- ,
of bed. I looked up and saw, pitalized.
%cense through convictions for 75, Evansville. Ind., 73, Paducah that the American people .cannOt Merray State Con..
a
73,
Bowl.ng
Green
72.
Lindon
Rankin
afford
lose"
to
was
ker NV tors reached lab per cent
transferre
mushrooming
d
Packed with expelling demonto the drunken driving.
flame.
Windows
72. Lexingion 72
Marine Corps hospital at Cherry. SSnce the point
Oaf their sales objective during
lassie Called Partisan
were smashed.
staratitins of science's dramatics
system was inis
--Point.
N.
Udall
Stewart
IDRep
C.,
L.
But
and
these two months.
then
"I ran down to the fire. There
wig flown tiated in December. 1599 surole in industrial progress under
Ariz ). a leading backer of the America's free economy. the 40Parker Motors is in the LouisMurray High School football was debris scattered all over the to Beaufort.
spension of ogx-rators licenses Sixteen Year Old
Doctors
committee
bill,
were
said
Etthe
labor
ville district which covers Ken- practice will begin Monday at tetill street. I saw one body-a boy
conducting fur- have been given to 1.400 drivers
minute stage shew is non-comsenhfover speech "plays into our mercial and admission free.
tucky .Tennessee and part of In- p.m. according to Ty Holland, about 18 or 19 about three blocks ther tests on Rankin to deter- who reeeived 12 on- more points Boy Seriously
mine
whether
hands"
by making a partisan issue
diana. Only two dealers from athletic director of the school. from the center. He must have
there were any for traffic violations.
Presented by a two-man team
Burned Today
other serious after-effects of the
of'reform ledalate n.
this district won trips. Parker Players who have not received been dead." Brirbacker added.
and narrated in understandable,
The records show that so far
tortuous
descent.
§en. John F. Kennedy ID-Mass.), non-technical language. the
Motors and Hull-Dobbs oi
their shoes as yet may check them
this year the licenses of 870 moTb'w
Jenniiiii Edwards. age 16, son
An Air Force spokesman said torists have been
out anytime Monday.
suspended or of John Edwards if Benton route chief .author of the Senate bill, uses exciting showmanship
Rankin's
jet c-rashed near Scot- revoked under the went system,
-—
Mr. and Mrs. John Parker will
make
The first few practice sessions Paddlewheel
science
come
fir
alive
three is in the Murray Hospital
•.,,nrd
ed
..N. C., but no one was
leave on August lo from Miami, will be in shorts and start at 6:00
more than three million students
In- as compared ti 360 during 1958. suffering from burns over 25
JOCKEY'S PAY DAY
Success
fully Launched
Florida for Jamaica. Puerto Rico, pm. Holland said. There will be
and adults who slew it each year.
Per cent of his body.
Rartkin is group inspector for
Ilkirgin Islands. On August 19 Mr. Iwo practice sessions held each day
THE TENI7ER TRAP
Many more see it on televisoin.
He
NEW
suffered
YORK
first:
Jockeys
second
-•
inn)
The
and
the Marine Aircraft Group 32
"We seek through Previews to
and Mrs. James Parker and Mr. starting the second week. Prosat
third
By RICHARD F. ROPER
degree
Guild
set
burns
Aug
as
20
with
annual
most
of
the Marine Air Station in Beauinspire more young people to
and Mrs. Joe parker will leave pects are good with several boys
FLTLWELL. England UPI — A them on his
United Press International
"guild
day"
-at
back.
racetracks
17
as
furt.
golfer who didn't give his name
from New YorMafor Bermuda.
trying for each position, the grid
It is understood that he was ri und the count: y. Jockeys are make science thegy career and
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. UPI
Colonel Rankin graduated from claimed today that
Mr. and Mrs. John Parker will mentor reported.
he hit a hole riding his moeir scooter and asiccd on that day to contribute provide the trained talent Ameri—A paddlewheel satellite w a s Langley High
School in Pitts- in one in a million Sunday. The
enjoy a nine day trip through
Co-captains of the team are hurled into
,apparently the gas tank behind their entire mount fees to the ca must have to keep pace with
orbit around t h e burgh. His parents, Mr. and
the promise of-the future." Jehn
Jamaica to the Virgin Islands. A Frank Rickman and Billy Keppe- earth
Mrs. ball drive 200 yards. he said. in- him exploded throwing
today in an effort to find Irstn Rankin,
gasoline Guilds Welfare Fund. which Impreside in the city's to the trouser pocket of another
F. Gordtari. president of General
'full schedule has been planned for rud. Murray has a fine home answers
onto
his
back.
A tight shirt pre- plies financial and medical aid to
to the problem facing West End.
Motors, declares.
this nine day trip. All transporta- schedule playing, Halls, Morn- 'proposed shots
golfer.
Continued on Back Page
riders and their families.
to Venus and
"Our demonstration dramatize
tion will be by air to the various nead, Fulton, Madixonville. Hop- Mars.
the inquiring mind of all sciendestinations with limousines being kinsville, Paris Grove and Trigg
The satellite, Explorer VI. was
tists which assumes that everydined on the islands,
County here, Games away will in- propelled into
the skies at 10:23
thing and anything can be im1r Points of historic significance clude play with Russellville. May- a. m. E171. in the
nose of a huge
proved. Previous hints at the
will be seen on this trip with field and Bowling Green.
Thor Able III rocket. Almost
tremendous secrets of pOwer and
entertainment being planned by
Holland indicated that most of three hours
later the National
energy that wait in the world
the Ford Mot,...r Company at each these teams expect to be stronger 'Aeronautics and
Space Adminint tomorrow to be unlocked by
stop.
than last year and Murray will stration announced
in Washington
Colonel Vincent P. Carlson, ations were directed 10 the
The trip planned by Mr. and need to work hard to improve its that an orbit had
areas •Complished on, the plans for the tucky, four cases were submitted the young people of today who
been achieved. who succeeded Colonel Eugene of
become scientists."
Eddyville and Kuttawa and relocation and adjustment of
Mrs. James Parker and Mr. and 6-4 posting last season.
'The satellite, containing pad- J. Stann as District
the to the jury on the question of
Engineer. the area between the dam .site various
Previews of Progress already
Mrs. Joe Parker will be a seven
road systems. telephone -value'. The GoVernment's offers
dleshaped .fins that are filled U. S. Army
Engineer„ District. and Kuttawa on the right des-• and electric
day all expense paid trip to Berpower facilities. and on these paroola Setated $65.200, has been presented to 18 milwith slylar cells to recharge its Nashville, reported
in a recent cending bankoof the river, thus'- the varlou;
Inuda.
railroads affected by the jury verdicts totaled ..66.- lion persons in the United States.
chemical batteries, went into a statement that
he had had op- localizing this activity tip until- the, project.
Seven Preanews units take the
They will leave from New York
Preliminary, land '250. The initial court actions
long eliptical orbit that brought portunity during
his brief tour about- July of this-year.
show to all sections of'the counCjity and will spend the night
maps have been virtually com- tend to substantiate
it within 140 nutlet of the earth- of duty as District
the values tfy. Each team . carries
Engineer to
Analyzing the project in a pleted for the entire project.
-1,060
there at the Barbizon Plaza Hotel.
every 11 hours. Its most distant review the
which are_laeing found by the
progress on the var- brand aspect, Colonel Carlson
pounds of stage.cottrpsnent in its
LONDON (UPI) — Queen EliColonel Carlson stated that staff appraisers and,by
A complete schedule of events
Continued on Back Page
the
ious
confacets
rif
the
Barkley
station
Propisnted
wagon.
up the tremendous a- sinoe the acquisition program
has been planned by Ford for zabeth expects a baby early next
was tract appraisers for the Governject and that he had found the mount of prelininary work
In addition. another 14 Prethat started, about 856 parcels of land
the contest . winners in Bermuda. year, Buckingham Palace anprogress
to
date
views
satisfactory. Be is. required on a project of this have- been appraised
units are touring Europe,
This will include trips about the nounced today.
by at least rnent
Colonel
(i
Carlson pointed out South
pointed out that a slight delay nature. For instance. the
Africa. Australia, and New
The expected child will be the
..land two) groups of appraisers, as that every effort had
island, a yacht or wse, receptions,
been
was
made
experienc
ed
Zealand. Total foreign attendanon construction acquisition program requires the provided by the
danges. fishing, and a host of thirds -for Queen Elizabeth and
existing policy. to set the date for vacating 'the
progress of, the lock. Exepdtted preparation of land surveys,
ce has now passed five million.
Prince Philip. Prince Charles,
pre- Of' the number of parcels ap- properties acquired for the
other features.
Leland Peeler '
wa
projs
knocked
real
estate activity, over that hrninary land maps. tract de- praised
In the true tradition of show
to date. about 515 are ect, as far in advance as possible,
The three Parker brothers said heir to the throne, is 10. Princ- unconscious
yesterday
at the originally scheduled for the 1959 scriptions, title evidence.
business, Previews has been stagap- reedential and commercial prop- in order to reduce the
that they were grateful for win- ess Anne will be nine next week. heigth of a thunderstorm here
inconvenfiscal
year was, therefore, made praisals. and the preparation of erties
ed under a variety of conditions.
The new child. if a boy, will in
located in Eddyville and ience as much as possible.
hog these trips and wished to
Murray. Peeler was Using the possible by the use
Of the It has been performed on the
of certa(n numerous legal dncuMents he- Kettawa. Amicable
ank their many customers of take precedence over -Princess phone at the Calloway
total
settlement
number
s
of
parcels
acquired,
funds
Lumber
previously allocated for fire an owner can be contacted have been
agreed upon by the only 80 owners or tenants have platforms of stake trucks in rurMurray and Calloway County who Anne in line of succession to the Company when lightning apparconstruction features.
al areas and also on the deck
for the purchase of the property. respective owners of
purchased Fords during June and throne.
about 500 filed application, -for reimburse- of
ently traveled along telephone
-Colonel Carlson, briefly re- Likewise, relocation ed railroads,
the aircraft carrier US S.
The official palace announceparcels. As expecteil in projects ment for their Moving
July, which made the three trips
wires and came into the tele- viewing the history
excpenses, Leyte.
of the pro- 'Public highways, public utilities, of this magnitude
ment ended weeks of speculation
possible.
,
certain
which
are
phone he was using.
ownprovided
for
Under exject, pointed ote that- the first and cemeteries, and particular
It has been staged in a boxitei
that the 33-year-old Brrtish monly ers were not satisfied with the isting law, Seventy-si
Dave Hopkins said that he was stages of land acquisitio
x .of these ing ring at Fort
n were relocation of linens, entail con- Government's higher
arch was pregnant.
Dix. on the
silting at his desk and he saw a confined to the constructi
appraisal applications have been reviewed sictiovaik
of Atlantic City and on
on area siderable spade work even be- and it was necessary
The rumors had started during
CHECKERED CAREER •
to proceed and reimbusements have been
flash of fire and then Peeler was and that due to
the Starlight Roof of the Wallimitation on fore tho. preliminary sgonstruc- with the ace-pi:anion
her Canadian tour which ended
of these pro- made.
knocked to the floor.
funds the initial real estate op- lion plans can be prepared.
dorf Astoria. Audiences have
last week end and during which
perties
This
through
During
court
action.
the
'He
As
was rushed to the Murray erations were suspended
early activities in ranged from
SACRAMENTO, Calif. UPI — the Queen at one time had
for a and many other related activities of today, there have
groups of 100 to
to Hospital where he remained
been filed the Eddyville and Kuttawa areas crowds if
un- shirt period of time. Wheys real consume considerable time be- In the
Ellen Doreerie Harris. 18, was cancel part of her official
six thousand.
sched- conscious for some time.
Federal Courts at Padu- several inquiries were
. received
estate operations were resumed, fore visible progress
erested with two friends Sat- ule.
Previews(
has won wide accan he made. cah court prooeedings involving concerning the
The lightning jumped normal it was felt that acquisitio
rights and privi- claims from 'educators
urday night on charges of passn of Colonel Carlson stated. however, 94 parcels of land,
Both the Queen and the Duke
and civic
of which leges that would be extended to
protective devices and burned properties in Kuttawa
ing forged checks in local super- of Edinburgh always have
fraternal organiziations tsr
and Ed- that progress is tOng made on 42 were previously
been out a number of lines
agreed as to -former owners and tenants after and
in front dyville should be given priority many of the project
markets "I guess this ruins my anxious to have more
its success in awakening both
features. price but by reason of some de- the dates of
children of the lumber company.
possession had ex- youth and adults to the importTele- so that the respective owners For example. thes, final
plans to study criminology and and it was understood
plans fect of title a court action is nec- pired under the terms
they were phone repairman
were
of
and
working
their
the
city
bectigne a policewoman," she told "very happy" about having
governments could and specifications for the reloca- essary to
ance of scineee in daily life and
an- yesterday and today to
complete the acquitte sale contracts with the
Govern- the vital need for more skilled
repair the plan for a timely relocation.Con- tion of Eddyville are well
arresting isfficers.
other.
ad. lion. During recent weeks at a ment. To answer
damage.
these inquiries, hands to carry scientific
sequently, land acquisition oper- vanced, Much Work has
progresS
been ac- term of court at Paducah. Ken-•
Continued on Page Three
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Major
League
Standings

United Press International
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Team
W L PeL
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
San Francisco
61 46 570
61 48 .560
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor, Los Angeles
58 47 552
at Public Voice Amaze which, hi our opinion, are not toe the best Milwaukee
interest ot ear readers.
Chicago
51 55 481
Pittsburgh
52 56 481
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368
Cincinnati
50 56 472
Monroe, Memphs, Tenn., 250 Park Ave., New York; MIT L Ws
St. Louis
50 58 463 11
gas Ave, Chicago: SO Bolystoo St., Boston.
Philadelphia
44 61 .419 16
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, tor tranunimion as
Thursday's Results
Second Clam Matter
Ch.ca.:o 4 Philadelphia 2
place is still wide open and
VUBSCRIPTION
RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20t, Per San Francisco 7 Milwaukee 1
holds _a 15-point opportunity for
Month Me. In Calloway and aciyoining counteest, pee year, $3.50, tear Politsburigh 18 St Louis 2, night_
some junior class angler. Second
Where, $5.50.
Only games scheduled.
place is also unfilled in the diToday's Games
Strip division .4 the junior class
-Pittsburgh at Chicago
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and both first and second in the
Philadelphia at St. Louis, night
two crappie divisions.
Cincinnati at San Francisco, night
Second place in the cat and
Only games scheduled.
Saturday's Games
stripe divisions of the women's
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
Midnight. Wednesday, August and four and one-half ounces
Olttsburgh at Chicago
class is also not filled as yet.
12th is the official closing date respectively. There were no prePieflidelphia at St. Louis
Needlessly to say there have not
$180,000
New School Buildings
Milwaukee at Los Angeles, melt for the Ledger & Times Fish- vious entries in this class divibeen any crappie caught on aring Contest which began last sion.
o.ncinnati at San Francisco
Planning Commission with Profaaaional
tificial bait entered.
April. Although an unprecedented
Both of Haes catches were
Consultation
First and second in crappie
number of entries have been re- made using a fly rod and a yelAMERICAN LEAGUE
first
positions in a few low poppin bug last Saturday. caught on artificial bait,
some
ceived,
GB
W
L
Pet.
Team
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
and second...place in catfish and
of the divisions in each of the If Hal had given us a picture oil
63 42 .600
Chicago
second place id-Strepeei bass are
63 45 .583 Pt three classes still remain unfill- both his catches he could have
Cleveland
Industrial Expansion
still wide open to the euntesants
easy
additional
20
picked
up
an
10
ed.
.505
54
55
Baltimore
in Class A (men)...
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
plenty
of
have
still
Contestants
points.
11
6
2
491
52. 54
Kansas City
Only one week is left now in
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Paul Matthai of 110 North
time to gather some fast points
51 54 486 12
t`ty York
the contest ,and the prizes are
class
or,
hr
his
or
Street
lead.
in
eneteret
a
..
two
for-a
•
Ninth
52 .46 .486 lk
1,2earolt_
-Continued, Home Building,.._
ittst--,vesritingt---for-othe- wirMing eneven the race flor the O-veran, pound charmer- cat - he hoOlia
48 59 .449 16
Boston
tries and their anglers. Good
Airport For Murray
enas
Action
so
far
mouth
of
Blood
River
Satprize.
grand
at the
44 65 404 21
Washington
fishing.
this
City Auditorium
concerned
week,
urday using a spinning rod and
tries are
Thursday's Results
Albert Fnix and J. C. Goodman
has been limited to the junior reel with shrimp bait. Paul's took a nice string of Bass In a
Boston 4 Kansas City 3
catch was also entered at Lindy's recent expedition. The anglers got
class (Class C).
Detroit 4 New York
One of the contestants in Class One-Stop.
Cleveland 5 Washingon 2. night
up early in the morning and
Chicago 1 Baltimore 1. game called C has made two entries this
hooked Mr. Bass with a Bayo
first
entry
This
was
the
in
the
week that have rocketed , him
end of 18 innings. curfew
A
and immediately Boogie Shad. Mr. CK.odman hit
Into the lead in his class and the catfishivision
To•CYs Gam"
took over first place and the :he jackpot on a lone outing preytoo.
Hal
prize
lead
grand
overall
Washington,
night
at
Chicago
IOUS to his trip with Albert .
Ledger & Times File
Barrow of 711 Payne street here thirty paints it carried. Second
Cleveland at Balt:more, night
made
two
more
has
Murray
in
night
York,
Dick Tappan. grandson of the founder of the Tappan Kansas City at New
entrtis in the contest and is now White Sox Player! Longest Game Of Year Thursday
at Boston, night
Stove Company, was guest speaker at the Rotary Club Detomt Saturday's Gasses
out in front in the standings for
yesterday at noon.
the big prize. Barrow whi; Imd While The Pirates Got 10 Runs In The Ninth
Chicago at Washington
3.5 points on the strength of a
The iron lung which is kept at the Murray Hospital Cleveland at Baltimore. night
two pound one ounce largemouth
was made available yesterday to any person suffering Kansas City at New York
13-inning one-hit 1-0 decisi9n to
By MILTON RICHMAN
Bass that holds first place in that
the Braves last May 26th.
al
from the disea-4e and who requires such treatment. The Detr it at Boston
United Preis International
two
entered
Blue
class division,
San Francisco stretched its Naor faitribe - take your
lung, however, must remain in this area.
1GilLs this week. Both catchs_
e pick. -Akins+ -League k`411-40 4 full-tam.
Mrs. LiiciIle Grogan Jones.-whb has been Teachtng
were made at Cedar Blatt, and
Sometimes a. teach_ can't beg, with a. 7-1 decision aver Milwauin Oregon, is visiting relatives-and friends_ in-Murray a
's" One. farrow or .steal- a Fun as was tne rOP and - Ctricago beat • Philadelphia
Were-regletered at -Lindy'
Final
in the county.
Stop on hghway 732 at the Irvin Case with the White Sox 'and 4-2. Los Angeles and Cincinnati .
Mrs. W. F. Patridge and little daughter. Wanda, of
Little League Leaders Cobb turn-off.
Orioles, who battled to an lel- were not scheduled.
Mr. Starkie Colson, Sr.. the inning 1-1 tie in the longest game
Bessemer, Ala.. will arrive this week for a visit with her
In the American League. CleveIram •••t-inding.
father, W. D. Sykes. and other relatives.
land climbed CO within 1kt games
W L GB trst place holder of the large- of the year Thursday night,
Team
mouth Bass Division in the men's
2
A film showing the planning and the results of thc Yanks
And there are other times when of the top with a 5-2 victory over
class fa,rmerly • held the overall the poor guy running the sc-ire• Washington; Detroit blanked IS,
'N
10 7 5
1948 cover crop campaign sponsored by the Calloway Cards
Colson
..Mr.
poiots.
with
45
lead
9 $ 6
board cituld use an adding mu- York, 4-0. and Boston nipped K County Extension office will be showing at a combined Cabs .
leadpoints
with
his
compiled
35
6 10 II%
I-ion,
. as 1.54.5 "the case when ow ses...city. 4-3.
dinner meeting of the Murray. Rotary-,--Lions, and Young . Reds_
Big entry and - WI additional ICI Pirates came up with 10 run; in
6 11 9
Jews' Wins 15th
A's
Business Men's Clubs, August 15.
picture
of
himself
'points
a
on
Sam Jones of the Giants scorect
5 13 10%
the nint twining to swamp the
Sgt. Billy J. Jones, 20. son of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Nets
Ind his seven pound two aunce Cardinals, 18-2.
Ms 15th victory of the season with
Isegemouth. This gave Mr. ColJones of Kiiksey. Kentucky. has reported to Elgin Air
' Mebane
Southpaw Billy Pierce and an .eight-hitter over the Braves.
edge
over
his
son
10-point
a
Force Base. Fla.. headquarters of the Air Proving Ground, Pitcher
The Cubs snapped a seven-game
W L PcL 5.0
nearest rivals last week but tes knuckleballer Hoyt Wilhelm were losing streak when .
. ernie Banks'
where he is awaiting assignment.
.1aughn. Yanks . 7 0 1 000 02
four-hourthe
standouts
in
the
young
by
lead has been grasped
double touched off a two-run rally
Rose. Yanks . .. 6 0 1 000 70
Chicago
Baltiand-eight-minute
Hal Barrow this week who has
in the eighth against the Phillies.
Th mas. Cubs .. 5 2 .714 71
more marathon.
6 3 .667 52 a total of 80 points now.
Rocky Colavito's 32nd homer
Warren. Cards
Pierre
Plerkes
16
Innings
Like Mr. Colson, Hal held the
with one on highlighted a threePierce.
once
thought
to
be
"too
first place in the bass division
run rally thaticarned the Indians
Shrike Outs
35 points. The frail" duong the early part .1 hot
.102 of his class and
to their victory over the Senators.
eaogen
two Blue Gills he entered this career. pitched the first 16 innings
Paul Foytack of the Tigers stopweek gave him 30 points f,. •r for the White Sox before giving ped tie Yar kers on three hits
No Hitters Pitched
4 first place and 15 points for way to Turk Lown
Faughn. Yanks
The 35-year old Wilhelm took en route to his 10th victory.
2 second place, for a total of 80.
Boston won its game from leanRuse, Yanks
weighed five ounces over for starter Billy 0 Dell in
The
catches
1
Hogancamp,Cubs
the ninth and pitched no-hit ball sas City with four unearned runs
, Garland. Kee
for 8% innings before Buy Good- in the fourth inning.
BOATS - MOTORS - TRAILERS
Thomas. Cubs
man singled with two out in the
WHOLESALE and RETAII.
T.dwell. Reds
17th
St:anak, Cards
'Chicago scored the first run In
the third inning on a walk and
One Hitters Pitched
John Romano's triple off the left
Faughn. -Vanes
The Murray Bombers will play field barrier which just missed
Hogancarrrp." Cubs
host Sunday afternoon at 2:30 to being a homer by inches. Balti7th & Maple
Phone PL 3-3734
Thomas, Cubs
the Paducah Braves. The Braves more scored its run in the eighth
are,
nsidered one of the hottest on Chico Carrasquers simile. al.
Mittel(
young baseball clubs in the Pur- sacrifice and another single ,by
AR H Avg. enase. They have defeated Paris. Willie Tasby.
Name
WATCH YOUR SAVINGS SOAR
48 22 4tO8 Mayfield. and Cairo. Illinois two
I. Tidwell. Reds
The two teams, finally halted
49 22 .449 tones.
2. Sexton. A's
by the midnight curfew, had playWITH THE
50 22 440• The Bombers. sporting an un- ed 17-inning games oh -June 4thi
3. Andrus. Yanks
42 17 4(5 blemished record, will have :heir and July 25th _f this season with
Faughn. Yanks
. 50 19 .380 hands full. Fans are oozed to Chicago winning both games.
S. Miller. Cubs
37 21 .368 come out Sunday afternoon to see
I. He.anearrip. Cubs
15 Bees Bat. in 9th
' 49 18 367 a good ball game.
7. Garland. A's
In Pittsburgh's slan.,hter of St.
20
.351
8. Hargrove. Cubs .. 57
Louis. the Ihrates sent 15 men to
46 16 343
9. Jones..Yenk.s
246 D. Faughn, Yanks., 4; J. Rose, bat in the ninth. Smoky Burgess
An All-Metal golden souvenir of
52 18
10. Warrtn. Cards
paced a 25-hit assault on five
the Spool Age which will de.
43 14 .326 r Yanks. 4.
11. -Rnee. Yanks .
Cardinal pitchers. driving in six
GOVERNOR GENERAL - Mae
R.B.L.s
. 31 10 .323
tight one tow note the entire
12. Bennett. Yanks
C. Warren,'Cards, S. runs with five hits. including a
Gen. George P. Vanier (abovei
48 15 -313 Sextir, As. S Hargrove, Cs. homer and two doubles. H II vv.
13. Roberts. Cards
family...children and adults
will succeed the retiring Vin14
Stalls.
.
45
14,
As
don
drove
in
five
runs.
-311 19
°like!
cent Massey as governor gen55 17 .309,
13. Caldwell. Cards
The winner was left-harder Hareral of Canada. Appointment
HIM - S Andrus. Yanks. S. vey /faddist. who hurled a seven16.Lamb. R. Cads
55 17 .309
Launched with a flick of the
of the 72-year-old soldier-diploSexton.
Tchvell,
Red-,
A's.
ft
22
hitter and b vexed to his e.ghtri
finger. pennies, nickels. dimes.
mat was approved by Queen
- R. Colson. Cabs• victory The same Haddix wrukl
Departments
Runs
Scored
Different
Hitting
and qUorters roem straight up
Elizabeth before she left CanHome Runs - S Sexton, A's. 5, J Caldrwell. Cards, 2_3.
have done anything for a counie
Into the Sotell,te head! Even a
ada after her 45-day tour.
of those runs .when he lost a
voter for inserting currency,

12th Is LastDay For
A
Conlestantslo Register Fist

1

'Bombers To Play
Braves On Sunday

JOHNSON MOTORS - New and Used
Parts and Service - Guaranteed

THRf
portal
week
attact
die 1
Conti
PL 3
Murr.

on Concord Highway
SCOTT-McCULLOCH MOTORS
BOATS' - MINNOWS - FISHING
TACKLE • SOUVENIRS - GAS
FISHING LICENSE
OIL
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
LIBERAL TRADE•INS ON
BOATS and

MOTORS

MR FRIENDLY/
514

SAYS
;Whin those bills W
• Deal a body bleat
Hire's a friend

1•

You'll wont to Mew.

LOANS TO $30

•

foodcon'ems

•

ROC
G

k

at
•

"Lindy's" Qge - Stop
Highway 732 at Irvin Cobb Turn-off
on your

Read Our Classifieds!
MELUGIN'S
OUTBOARD MARINE

BABN
er. BI
days

ENIX Sporting Goods

Ten Years Ago Today

4

FRI
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T FISHING CONTEST
END NEXT WEEK

Tbe

w.aLto

•

Blood River

Phone ID 6-3348
• Groceries

• Gold Fish

• Ice Cream

• Worms

• Soft Drinks
• Lunch Meats
• Minnows
• Shiners

• Gasoline & Oil
• Motor Boat Oil
• Notions
• Tackle

•

• Fishing Licenses

,* 24-HOUR SERVICE *
limed Sunday 9:00 A.M. - 1!00 PM.

SATELLITE AtTION BA Ki

•

S

The SATELLITE BANK is set up,
ready_ to go. on a beoutifylly
Hulptunsel world base with the
continents outlined ond named.

Was
KELVINATOR WRINGER WASHER
(With Pump

812995

NOW

$ 98.00

KELVINATOR ELECTRIC DRYER

180.00

135,00

KELVINAOTOR 30" ELECTRIC RANGE

198.00

(69.00

KELVINATOR REBUILT
AUTOMATIC WASHER

75.00

TRAY-LER 21" TABLE TELEVISION. .

219.00

150.00

TRAV-LER 21" CONSOLE TELEVISION ..

239,00

175.00

TRAv-LER 17" PORTABLE TELEVISION

16900

139.00

RCA 16" TABLE Tv (Rebuilt1

50.00

LIFE PRESERVER BOAT CUSHION

Ending arid easy to operate
and as modern as tomorrow,

TODAY!

Be the first in your ne.ghbor•
hood ... get yours todoy for
only

AND
SATURDAY

DOUBLE FEATURE

•

3.95

2.90

GE CLOCK RADIO (Deluxe)

39.95

29.00

ADMIRAL PORTABLE RADIO

34.95

22.50

MiRRORMAlik PERCOLATOR

17.95

11.95

6.50

4.50

RIJID KNEE ROOM IRONING BOAR!)

14,95

9.95

EUREKA DELUXE IRONING BOARD

69.50

REVERE 1;-QT. SAUCE PAN
Jr.

RANDOLPH

SCOTT

EACH

AS
"BRIGADE
AND Tr',AT'S
s JUST WHAT
HE IS...

R Ell with each new
. avings Account' of $5
r11•11 e. or a $5 deposit made te•
-ing slicirrgo; Ace o u- n t
for children up to 12
F

1
1

14

years of

HOUSE PAINT
Reg $6.80 Gal

soifir

Now $5.85

age.

P'L'U-S
BANK OF MURRAY

"THE

FRIENDLY

"DARK VENTURE"

BANK"

- IN LOLOR .1WRMI

54

EVERKLEEN OUTSIDE WHITE

KAREN STELE

PRIP*1 WM Mg

--••••• "40.,

110 THREE' MEETING-The big three of the American league
5-3 victory in the All-Star baseball game Jubilate In the
Los Angeles r lubhouse. From left: Cleveland's Rocky Cola.
Sit'), New Teik's Yogi Berra and Brixton's Frank Majzone.
All (loco
Leila for twu, tu put tho AL ahead.

•

• .,

•

*STARKS HARDWARE*
"WE DELIVER IN MURRAY"
12th and Poplar

PLaza 1.1227

_
a
•

saa10110110..-__.

• •
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the
tor
planning
preliminary
ether project features; and land
acquisition. With respect to the
Carlson
last activity, Colonel
stated that his plan called for
the acquisition of rural lands

•*

Continued from Page One
a detailed letter was prepared,
outlining the rights and privile
ges to be expected. Apparently
this letter, which was distributed
rather widely, has been lost.
torgotten, or destroyed because
ELBERTA PEACHES FOR Canat the, time several inquiries
ning. Pick them up at College
have been received and several
Cannery at $2.50 Per bushel. Bring
FOUR ROOM APARTMENT with rumors have been heard con8-7C DEAD STOCK REMO% ai.)
BABY BATHINETTE AND Strol- your own containers.
Prompt service. Trucks dispatched bath, stove, refrigerator and water cerning the vacation of properor, Both in god condition. Phone
radio. Call celled furnished, la mile west of city on ties. Particularly, rumors of ertwi-ayb
days PL 3-2952, nights, PL 3-4699.
Jim roneous nature are circulating
8-7C TWO UNITS WROUGHT IRON lita.yfield. Phone 433. U so answer Lynn Grove Highway. See Dr.
8-6C and araund Eddyville and Kuaor phone PL 3-1204.
bunicbeds, five piece wrought iron call collect, Union City, aermessee. Hart
awa with respect to the vacaTFO
dinette set, like new. Two win- phone TV 5-936L
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, GAS tion of the properties. In the
THREE SINGER FEATHERweight dows with screens. Csll PLaza ROID-EZE LIQUID Preparation heat, equipped for electric stove.
beginning, many owners and ten8-8P
portables 30% off, only $1.13 per 3-2604.
for hemorrhoids. Amazing over- Phone PL 3-4304 or see at 500 ants reserved, under the terms
8-7C of their options, possession of the
week payments. Also free zig zag
night relief..Aboslutely guaranteed. Broad,
8-31P
attachment with every Slant neeOnly $1.00 at druggist.
properties for about one year.
good
TRAILER,
UNAPT.
4
ROOM UPSTAIRS
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Thse possession dates will comSee
reasonably.
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No.
Lot
PL 3.17r.
PL 3-5480, 201 South 13th Street, Hershel Robertson,
view of. the fact that the new
medicaldoctors
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pital
8-8C
TFC Hales Trailer Court.
Murray.
income - life. Call or write Billy TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, living town site of Eddyville and KutSumner, 509 North 5th Street, room, dining room combined. Kit- Lama which have been acquired
8-8C chen equipped for gas or electric are not yet needed for project
PLaza 3-5558.
Answer to Yesterday's Pulz14
cooking stove. PLaza 3-4304. 8-8C parpeses appropriate lease arCROSSWORD PUZZLE
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INSPECT
FREE
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still -contains the one year lirnito learn.
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tttionhcnvever. there is pending
32-Centio7 plant
Times Training program ts
53-Orann
before the Congress a bill which,
titi*.
geared to give fast as you can
14-Native metal
if enacted, would delieve this
-Licensed & Insured 13-Walk
learn training fast as you are
wearily
limitation. Property owners who
45 46
able advancement. Good starting
f'-Wiss person
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may be affected by this legisla57-Ftpread for
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period plus other
training
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DOWN
when the bill is pawed by the
excellent employee benefits. Car
1-Hard of
Congress.
hearing
allowance.
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For interview phone or write
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In the next - few months, the
II-One who
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sarrin,
A. C. Warner, Time Finance
principal activities will be the
mr.
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his life
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Di tr. by United F..ture
Company, 210 East Broadway, construction of the lock chamber;
4- Fr. ins
^
mammals
Mayfield, Ky. Phone CH 7-26011,
the preparation of the relocation
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ow detailed plans for the relocation of the various highways,
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Highway
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I
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I -

EDMOND HAMILTON
1.14
"
Ull0r4;
irsir44` rals7;=A M. a"' iW0Ein
by

ICE *
P.M.

'UT
LS
Was

NOW

. $12995

$ 98.00

180.00

135.00

.

198.00

.

219.00

150.00

.

239.00

175.00

16900

139.00
50,00

QS
' 3.05

2.90

39 95

29.00

34 95

22.50

17.95

11.95

6.50

4.50

14.95

9.95

69.50

54.000.

SIDE WHITE
AINT
Gal
.85
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PROMPT METERED
DELIVERY

• GASOLINE

carrying an hypnotic weight of ' sensed menace in the search!iig
--WHAT 11AR HAPPENED
fit cfly craft-that uncanny hypKirk Haiartsoliarl was • man alom.ast authority.
him
Ile hal been inosen as the
attack had been upsetting.
"Come from hiding and show notic
to swing around the Moon in a satelfriendlite and return safely to Earth. yourself," It commanded. "Signal And }tab Quobba had been
Explorer
Strapped to his seat in
ly, at least so far.
Nineteen be had byen lauached into your whereabouts to us!"
He took a dozen steps and then
sears from (Ape Canaveral.
Hammond, totally without voliThe rturd ;tag, of the roiliest misstopped, swaying. His legs were
tion, found himself getting up and
fired and Hammond's cozy enclosure
It starting mechanically out of the too weak and leaden, he couldn't
* a. cnied certain to he Ills tomb
keep up. Quobba turned swiftly
went on pant the Itoon into the deeps
of illimitable space. and • whole shadow toward the starlit beach. and came back to him. The blue
world listened helplessly as Explorer The blue man grabbed his ankles
man seemed to take in HamNineteen bore him away into the
tripped him.
outer reaches of the solar syntem.low. and
mond's weakness. Ile grunted
running
oxygen supply
As Hammond sprawled, the man
HamHammond smashed his radio so that heathy wrapped around his head and put one arm around
the panic he felt would not be remond to help him along.
Then
sented to the people of Earth.
the. length of metallic cloth he had
Quobba kept wherever possibie
he opened the air hatch to as-Old go- cut from his own turban. At
ing mad in • lingering death.
in the shadow of the great boulIlammond slowly sensed he had once the hypnotic mental com- ders that studded the beach. He
been frozen Instantly in death, then mand stopped.
seemed in a great hurry to get
re. tved by intense heat caused by the
Hammond lay in the shadow, where they were going.
friction of Explorer Nineteen falling
hark to Earth a product of commie trembling like a hunted animal.
Then far to the west inland, a
factors. He ',Allred too, that the
• 1111001i0 would soon burn up like a What kind of an Earth had he sword of light struck umeard into
falling meter. He ejected hi. plastic been thrown into?
the starry sky. It was like a
enclosed seat he water, then reThe blue man crouched, loeking monster lightning-belt going up,
ceived • greater shock-the stars hisaw were impossibly. wrongly plas•cd up shrewdly at the firefly craft.
leaving a livid fiery trail.
They were In positions *here his
study of astronomy had Indicated Those flitting, silent fliers were
Quobba, In answer to Hamthey would be 10.000 years after his moving along the coast in a conmond's wondering look, pointed
life on PArth
search-pattern.
regular
While astonished by the Implica- tinuing
briefly westward and then straight
tion he felt the shock of the trmih Now Hammond began to underupward at the stars. Hammond
of • hand-tha hand of • man with stand a little.
• pale blue face.
wondered. That fiery flash had
That eery mental command
looked like the trail of an assearchthe
from
come
have
must
8
CHAPTER
cending space-ship.
BLUE MAN pointed to ing craft--- and because it was
Then, if all those centuries had
had been no langthere
mental
and
head
Hammond's
I Kirk
a thought directly really passed, men had fully condifficulty,
uage
firethe
at
then
own,
hie
to
then
would not require any quered space by now?' Perhaps
fly craft flickering over the sea. transmitted
even interstellar space?
"Prattlers, Valance!" he repeat- translation.
But if that were so, why were
The metallic turban was of •
ed sharply.
shielding some of the men of Earth furtiveHammond could not understand material that provided
hypnotic attack. The ly hiding and from whom?
He looked at the man more close- against that
Ile was reeling and koew he
blue man wore it for that reason,
ly.
length of it had screened could go no farther whch Quobba
He saw now that the tight tur- and a
finally stopped. They were In
from it.
ban that partially covered the Hammond
the shadow of a huge boulder on
a
uttered
now
man
blue
The
gleama
blue man's skull was of
satisfaction. The firefly a rocky ridge. The blue man
of
grunt
fabric.
ing metallic
flying straight back looked carefully all around the
"Vromers!" yelled the other mid- craft were
the one that still hovered far starry sky. Then he spoke sharpto
eastward.
pointing
denly,
i!"
sea. They had, ob- ly.
Hammond looked and saw that out over the
QUobbaTanunas!
"Shau
given, up the search.
the distant fireflies were now viously,
Sitting up, the blue man looked aben!"
separating. One still hovered low
A section in the side of the
at Hammond. He touched his own
above the sea out there. But the
great boulder swung inward, disand spoke.
others were now quartering west- chest
closing a dark aperture. At first,
"Rob Quobba," he said.
ward over the ocean, in a searchunmistak- Hammond thought that his eyes
was
least,
at
That,
aprapidly
pattern that was
able. Hammond touched his own were playing tricks on him. Then
proaching the coast.
he realized that the whole breeder
chest and spoke hi. name.
dragged
abruptly
man
The blue
"Hammond?" the other re- meet be it hollow camouflage.
Hammond down to the ground
He had little time to look, for
accenting it oddly. He
into the deep black shadow be- peated,
pointed west toward the dark land Qipaieba drew him hastily
side the big boulder.
There was a sighing sound as
"Do Rurooma?"
Hammond struggled angrily and asked,
That meant nothing at all. the aperture closed behind them,
bet the blue man held him withHammond made a shrugging gee- and they were in utter darkness.
out effort and fiercely motioned
Then a globe overhead flashed
to stew. his ignorance.
-Lure
.
him to be still.
Into light.
pointHe
frowned.
Quobba
flab
saw
and
up
Hammond looked
Hammond stood rocking on his
one of the fireflies approaching ed inland again and repeated,
feet and staring. The interior of
en 7"
at a low altitude. It was a craft "flurooma ? Del V rani
small
It Sounded to Hammond as the big fake boulder was a'
that flew eilently and at great
he room.
speed. Beside him, the blue man though he was being asked if
There were there ether men in
the
had suddenly released his hold and came from the place whc-nce
it. Two of them were quite orwas frantically active. He had searching firefly craft had come.
dinary young men of his own Age.
unwound part of his metallic cloth He could not be sure, but he took
The other man, whore Quobba was
shook his head.
„in_ turban and was using a thin a chance, lie
Quebbn seemed to make up his addressing as Tammas, was not
knife to cut off the length he had
He motioned to Hammond ordinary at an.
mind.
enwound.
He was a wizened little chap
It was so incomprehensible a to accompany him, and started
with a wrinkled golden-yellow
thing to do that Hammond gawk- southward with long strides along
fare and beady black eyes.
the beach.
ed in wonder.
lie exclaimed in wonder at the
Hammond had not the faintert
And suddenly Hammond heard
or sight of. Hammond, and the oilier
a Meer voice speak boil& his idea where they were going
oddly two stared in dumb amazement.
mind. It was a commanding v im this big man with the
,
k,('oniineed Wedge)
But. he had
voice resounding in his brain, bluish skin might en.
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YOU,CHARLIE Dom's -- AND
YOU KNOW SOME -THING - - YOU'RE THE FIRST MAN
I EVER DID THAT TO -•-
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NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS -YOU
KNOW THAT I LOVE YOU -EVEN THOUGH
YOUR HEART'S THE PROPERTY OF
ANOTHER GIRL. WHEN YOU'RE IN
LOVE, YOU'VE GOT NO
PRIDE -ONLY AN
AWFUL LONGING
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furnished if desired. On 3ie acres
2 miles from City Limits, on old
Murray-Paris Road. See me at SPECIAL DUTY NURSING. Avail
this place if further information able now, licensed practical nurse.
is desired. Clynard Hamlin, Route Experienced, good references. Call
na
$-7P Leota Smith, PLaza 3-2450.
5, Murray, Kentucky.
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SAVINGS
1. Interest compounded semi-annually.
2. Withdrawals paid promptly upon request.
3. Deposits made by the 10th earn interest
for the full month
4. Interest paid for each full month of deposit.
5. Assured safety.
6. Under supervision of Kentucky Department of banking.
7. Why Be Satisfied With Less Than
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ASKED-Carl H. Ruck,
sergeant
former U. S. Marine
stealing
convicted In 1952 of
chevrons, goes
three cases of
material he's
over some of the
effort
collected in a years-long
martial reto have his court
Seattle,
versed. With him in
Jeanette.
Wash., Ls his wife
Paul DougFour U. S. senators,
Mansfield
las of Illinois, Mike
Smathers
of Montana, George
E. Mundt
of Florida and Karl
signed a letof South Dakota, Eisenhower
ter to President
pardoned.
urging that Buck be

REPRESENTATIVES

USI

Hero Ctesibus. high priest of a
during this fiscal year on the
in
Alexandria,
temple
large
left bank of the river between
Greece, is believed to have conGrand Rivers and mile 45, or to
ceived and constructed the first
the lower end of the Kentucky
vending machine in 219 B. C. It
Woodlands Wildlife area, and on,
was used to dispense holy water.
the right bank upstream toward
Highway N.
A recent survey by the AmerIn summary, Colonel Carlson' ican Music Conference indicated
stated that the real estate ac- that 45a000 Americans now play
quisition program is substantially the harmonica.
on schedule and, as currently
will
acquisition
There are about 1,300 life inplanned, the
move upstream as uniformly as surance firms in the United States.
Life insurance death payments
possible so that timber clearing
operations in the lower reaches to the beneficiaries of Americans
of the reservoir can be accanp- killed in traffic accidents last
lished according to schedule and year came to a record 115 million
dollars.
in an orderly fashion.
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MIK 1POIYE

Mr. and Mrs. Harold C. Parker. Louisville,
annotince
the engagement of their daughter. Barbara
Ann, to Mr.4
Will D. Evans, son of Mr. and Mrs. Milburn
Evans of
M urray.
Miss. Parker is a graduate of J. M. Atherton
High
School, Louisville and attended Indiana Univers
ity.
Mr. Evans is a graduate of Murray State College
.
The wedding will take place in the Clifton Christi
an
Church in Louisville on August 8 at 7:30 in the evening
.
Relatives and friends are invited.

MURRAY LOAN CO.

506 W. Main St.
Telephone PL 3-2621
"YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN CO."

KINDERGARTEN
I am happy to announce the re-opening
of my private kindergarten at
I 311 Poplar Street.
Hours: 9 a.m. to 12
,Tuition: $15 per month
Limited Enrollment: 8 month term
OPENING DATE: SEPT 14th

MRS. JOSIAH DARNALL, B.S., MA.
NINE YEARS EXPERIENCE
Phone PLaza 3-5257

7:30 p.m.

AUGUST 10

FOR ALL
THE FAMILY!

Student Union
Building
Murray State
College

- -

World Famous Stage Show

GENERAL MOTORS

"PREVIEWS
OF PROGRESS"
Makes Science Coyne to Life'

TONITE

caum.COLOR
XXI NM WM I Cala ISM

STARTS SUNDAY FOR 6 DAYS
* First Showing In Murray *
Admission - Adults .. ,75t — Children .. 25t
--- NO PASSES ACCEPTED ---

••••••••

L J

•• ••
Christian Women's
Groups Meet, .Make
Hospital Bandages

Group One and Two of the
Christian Women's Fellowship met
recently to make bandages for
Christian Missionary hospitals.
During the afternoon, Miss Annette Parks gave a devotional
taken from the 14th chapter of
Romans. Miss Gayle Houston spoke
on the highlIghts of her recent
teur of Mexico.
Mrs. Effie Diuguid was- complimented with a surprise birthday
cake fr m the _group in appreciation of her friendship and service.
Mrs. L. M. Overbey. Mrs. J. A.
McCord and Mrs. Rudy Allbritten
served,. refreshments to the If
members and four visitors.

•

• SEE The progress of jet engines—from Ancient
Greece to the world of tomorrow'
• SEE Synthetic rubber manufactured in 60 second'
—in a pop bottle!
• SEE -Liquid sunshine' qperatca radio. lift weighs,
snin wheels, flash lights, ring bells!

DENTON BUICK
HOLCOMB ,
CHEVROLET

..mm••

4111.

'1.
Carole Tregoff fingerprinted
after arrest In court %hen
her testimony (lower right)
shou ed discrepancies.

••••••

••••

0

Winners- Of _Ladies Day At Country Club
4re Announced
Winners in the golf matches on
Ladies Day at the Calloway County Country Club Wednesday. August 5 were Mrs. Betty Lowry.
low score: Mrs. Jimmie Collie. '
second law score:- and Mrs. Martha
Sue Ryan. low putts.
The winners were announced by
the gdf co-chairmen, Mrs. Frances
Miller and Mrs. Reba Over-hey.
Ladies participating were Mesdames Elizabeth Slusmeyer. Betty
-Lowry. Betty Hahs, Clarice Sparkman. Ruth Wilson. Jimmie Collie.
Shirley Jeffrey. Jane Baker. Marge
Kipp. Betty Scott. Alice Purdom.
Sadie Ne:I Jones. Paul.ne Parker.'
Martha Sue Ryan. Mary Moore,
Lassiter. Reba Overbey. Ella Mae:
Quertermous. and Reba Kirk.
• • • •

,Jo

4

•
Ott
SRC
'
"jItes. Barbara
IFInch, %tenni.

- •••••• -ere
Nlarie Ann Lidholm, 19,
the Finch maid. shoos the
cracked pla•ter in the Karate %here she said Dr.
Finch banged her head at
the time of the murder.

I

•

WAS A
TEEN-AGE.
k Boy! ;

16
.
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Social Calendar

•

Income per farm in California
times the national average.
•

Monday. August lath
The Bethany Sunday Sch
,
Class of the First Baptist Clue
will meet at the city park in •e ,
picnic area by tbat Girl Sc
cabin at 6:30 p.m.
• • ••

Gospel Meeting

••••-

KIRKSEY

Paddlewheel...
Continued from Page One

During its 11-hour flight around the earth, Explorer VI was
M...,
•u.;val. 15 to reach its maximum attitude at
visiting Mrs. Harriet Erwin and 4 p. m. EDT, over
South Amer.ca
Mr. Henry Erwin of 'Murray and and its closest
point at 10:30 p.
relatives- and :friends in Mayfield. m
T.
• • ••
The I42-pound satellite was
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Armstrong crammed With instruments
for 15
Jr. and ch.ldren Jane, Rodger and I ma),..r scientific experiments.
Carol. have been visiting -her
"Additional information on the
sister and husband Mr. and Mrs. progress (NI the experiment
will
Leo Starks. in De -Rau, Florida. be reported after the data f-am
They are now with her mother the tracking stations are analyy Mrs. S. W. Askew on the Benton( zed." NASA said.
Road. The Armstrong; live in
It said all farther inforrna•kiet
Memphis.
on remening phases of the •eirt
••••
would come brorn NASA h, adMrs. R A. Shell received word quarters in Washington.
tram her son and wife. Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Shell of Philadelphia.
Pa.. of the birth of a baby daughter. Karen Sue, born on July 20th
•• ••
Continued from Page One
Mrs Gabe Parham and children.
Rennie and ,Charles of Philadelvented him frren getting the
phia,Pa.. and Mr and Mrs. C. A.
shirt off quickly.
Bucy Jr.. and baby -daughter. Jill
He was given emergency treat.
are Seining parents. Mr. and Mrs,
Ment at the l'elcClain Clin)C in
Chas Bucy.
Benton then brought to the
• • • •
Murray Hospital by Col. amTICKET KIECORD SET
bulance.
COLUMBIA. S C RTE —Athletic
Oils father works at Pittsburgh
Director Rex Ennght said that
Metaltirgical at Calvert City.
South Carolina has set a record
Johnnie was considered in Serfor selling season tickets to the ious
condition when adm,Mbel
Gamecocks' home Mihail game..
shortly after noon today.

Sixteen Year Old ...

Church of Christ

SCOTT DRUG CO.
Phone Plaza 3-2547

WALT
DISNEY'S

AUGUST 9-16

3:00 p.m.

Offri„Tre..7
THE

SNACGY
DOG

— SERVICES —
8:00 p.m.

BRO. PAUL .1. WALLER, SPEAKER

YOU ARE INVITED TO COME

WEST MAIN FURNITURE
1301 West Main

Wringer

Duncan

s1.95 ea.
TAN

Singer - with Chair

SEWING MACHINE

uk92

at even]Mpg)
My®ne Cl
0

5••••(Iti NCI

Phyfe - Nice

SOFA BEDS

1%0 g

—

Type - Good Condition - 2 Only

WASHING MACHINES

moSt

PLaza 3-3515

— THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

With Springs - Your

Corner at 4th & Main

.

LEGAL SCALPEL OPERATING ON SURGEON—Rere are scenes illustrating the case of Dr. Bernard
Finch. 41-year-old surgeon, and his paramour and former receptionist. 22-year-old Carole Tregoff, as they await a brat degree murder trial in West Covina, Calif. The case recalls another
famed murder trial, that of Dr. Sam Sheppard, also a surgeon, in Cleveland several years ago.
The state charges that Dr. Pinch and Carole Tregoff intended to tie up Mrs. Finch and drive her
over a cliff behind the $6.5.000 Finch home. Judge Albert H. Miller, a friend of Finch's "for
..eiars and years." said it appeared to )in that, the only thing which prevented execution of the
plot was, "This young Swedish girl spotted the whole thing." That was Marie Ann Lidholm,
the
maid, who heard Mrs. Finch's anguished outcries and ran to the garage and turned
on the
lights. She said she saw Dr. Finch standing over his wife with a gun, and that the
doctor
banged her head against the wall. A few minutes later Mrs. Finch body was found
on lawn.

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

J. T. HALE
MOTOR SALES

E°H

•

Personals

• SEE How space shipse tomorrow will be controlled'

Judge Miller, 73.

Dr. Finch in court.

point from the earth was 23.000

,

UNWED
-7
MOTHER

ifiXIIN/AN

IDES ALONE'

Miss Jeanette McNutt, bride-elect ,
Mr. Bobby Fain, was honoree
at a household Mower given recently by Mrs. R. L. Ward in her
1„home on Elm Street.
MissMeNlitt was attired in a
pale green dress and wore a gift
corsage of bronze mums.
Games were played and pr.zes
were awarded to Mrs. James Miller and Mrs. I. H. Key.
Miss McNutt opened her gifts
displayed them to the guests.
Refreshments of party cookles.
candwiches and lemonade were
served by Mrs. Ward. Mrs. Tommy
Alexander and Miss Marilyn Fain.

S

SATURDAY

and

RANDOLPH SCOW

Jeanette McNutt
Honoree At Recent_
Household Shower -

A luncheon w.II be served at
the club house of the Calloway
County Country' Club Wednesday.
August 12. for Ladies Day.
Hostesses are Mesdames Eurie
Garland. Foreman Graham, William Graham. Ben Grogan. James
C. Hart and M.ss Vivian Hale.
Golf matches will begin at 9
a.m. Co-chairmen for gilf that
morning will be Mrs. Howard
. Olila and Mrs. Gene Landolt.

• SEE The amazing car that runs by the power of
the sun!

-FinTiAY — AlIOUS'i' 7, 1959'

EIOXOFFICE OPENS 6:30 * SHOW STARTS DUSK

Wednesday LuZcleon
Set For Ladies At.
Calloway Club

DON'T MISS "PREVIEWS OF PROGRESS!"
FREE ADMISSION!

•

GLAD YOU MENTIONED
HEC BEC.-116E SHE DID SCOAETiliNG IONDU CUTE YESTEMAV.
AND ID LIKE TO TELL....

• •

Atew

-

1.111DGER & Taira — MURRAY, KIIMITCCXY

Engagement Announced

FREE...

4

-416.50

Choice

IRON BEDS
$9.95
— OTHER BARGAINS —
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND!
— RADIO-TV APPLIANCE REPAIRS —
Open Evenings Until 7 p.m.

Fred MacMURRAY

Jean
HA6[NKEVIN

TOMMY OK
ANNETTE
FUNiCELt0
'ØQO(Wi'

CORCORAN

1.•••
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